NATURE IS CONSTRUCTED
LIKE HUMANITY
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THINKING THROUGH
OAKMOSS
Oakmoss (Evernia prunastri) is a
tree-dwelling lichen.
I’ve walked all over Hampstead and
Croydon and found them growing by the
roadside as well as in woodlands.
Oakmoss is always present amongst
colonies of frilly pale lichens in the same
family, Parmeliaceae.
Oakmoss is highly valued in the perfume
industry as a ﬁxative. This antler-like grey
lichen grows throughout Western Europe,
yet the word “moss” and its olfactory
qualities are deployed by perfumers (and
marketers) to evoke lush, exotic rainforests
or deep green zen gardens. Oakmoss is
made complicit in olfactory orientalism; its
meaning shifts, even as its structure clings.
In the C17th knowledge system of English
astrological herbalist Nicholas Culpeper,
“moss” equally meant what we now know
as bryophytes and lichenised funguses.
Mosses are “under the dominion of
Saturn”; tree mosses “doth partake of the
nature of the tree … that of the oak is more
binding.”

Lichen is a symbiosis of fungi, algae,
and cyanobacteria. They collaborate to
generate food and form unique
structures.
Lichens challenge our idea of reckless
competition as natural, while reminding
us that nature is neither prettily passive
nor neatly deﬁned.
Lichens are not parasites: tree-growing
lichens don’t harm plants. They simply
grow, attaching themselves to bark.
Rock-dwelling lichens slowly digest rock
using powerful acids to access minerals.
This can be good (destroying colonisers’
faces on Mount Rushmore so it can
become Six Grandfathers again) but also
bad (softening the Moai). Digesting rock
makes nutrients available to plants;
fallen lichen enriches soil.

WE ALL GO BACK TO THE LAND

Knitting needs to get back on the streets.
And I don’t mean yarnbombing. I hate how the
pseudo-artisanal middle class think they’re doing
homeless people a favour by covering a bench in yarn
that will just get damp and mouldy.
Fuck off.

KNITTING NEW WORLDS

The knitting industry pantomimes feminism by
commodifying the image of marginalised crafters,
selling us yarn, making us feel that we’re radically
redistributing wealth through consuming. What
happened to physically breaking the machines
that steal our livelihoods?
High-end yarn promises terroir, but we largely
don’t know the actual living conditions of the
humans, animals, or plants that create our yarn, or
the people who pack and deliver our orders.

Okay, so knitting is
self-care:
what about
community care?

Might we look at the history of textiles, seeing it as struggle, as labour
beyond the limits of individual achievement?
What is the political economy of knitting?

What if we were honest with
ourselves about how our ﬁbre art
isn’t inherently radical?

What would actual radical textile practises look like?
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